HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge and information sources among youth in Switzerland: a mixed methods study
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: We aimed to provide a detailed characterisation of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine awareness, knowledge and information sources in the HPV vaccine decision-making process of youth, both male and female, in Switzerland.

Design: With a mixed-method study design, we conducted quantitative questionnaires and qualitative interviews, which lasted 20–45 min.

Setting and participants: We recruited participants, 15–26 years of age, in physicians’ offices, in a local sexual health clinic, and during military enlistment. We administered quantitative questionnaires to 997 youth participants (585 male, 412 female) and conducted qualitative interviews with 31 youth (17 male, 14 female).

Primary and secondary outcome measures: We assessed HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge, information sources and vaccination status.

Results: In the study’s quantitative component, 108 (20%) male and 262 (65%) female participants had received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine. 697 (70%) participants were knowledgeable about the HPV vaccine. Females were more likely to be knowledgeable than males (342/412 (83%) vs 355/585 (61%); p<0.01). Younger participants in the sample compared with older participants were more likely to be aware of HPV vaccine (135/148 (91%) vs 695/849 (82%); p<0.01). The three most mentioned information sources were school health programmes (442 (53%)), healthcare providers (190 (23%)) and participants’ social networks (163 (20%)). Overall, 554/710 (78%) participants had a female-gendered perception of HPV vaccine, a finding which was further supported and explained by qualitative data.

Conclusions: Despite a male HPV vaccine recommendation being made >4 years prior to the data collection, HPV vaccine knowledge was higher among females than males, and a female-gendered perception of HPV vaccine remains prevalent. Internet and social media were minor HPV vaccine information sources. Study findings demonstrate that HPV knowledge matters for HPV vaccine uptake and suggest that we should improve HPV information quality and access for youth, particularly by tailoring knowledge campaigns to young men.

INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly little research has directly examined youth knowledge, awareness and information sources as determinants of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine uptake. Furthermore, the research that has been done on youth perspectives has primarily focused on females, although the vaccine has been recommended for male youth for several years in many countries. Literature on the determinants of HPV vaccine attitudes and uptake among male youth remains limited.1–7 The false perception that the HPV vaccination concerns only women continues to persist in popular discourse since it has been long known as the ‘cervical cancer vaccine’.3 13

In addition to issues related to access barriers, previous reports in male and female youth suggest that low HPV vaccine uptake is also related to limited HPV vaccine awareness and knowledge.11 15–17 and to the behavioural expectations youth perceive from their parents, family members and
The most consistent predictor of HPV vaccination is having received a recommendation from a healthcare provider. Previous research has focused on parents’ attitudes and information sources towards HPV vaccine since the primary target group are 11–14 years old adolescents. A key component of the Swiss National Vaccination Strategy (NVS), in order to increase HPV vaccination rates, however, is to address insufficient levels of youth vaccination knowledge, for example, by emphasising the importance of school vaccination programmes. Also, the NVS aims to address insufficient vaccination access, for example, by removing financial barriers, especially for young adults with limited financial resources. Accordingly, HPV vaccine is now covered by the state when given until the age of 26 to men and women in the setting of a state vaccination programme, thereby addressing such financial barriers to HPV vaccination in youth. The effective implementation of each of these NVS approaches would benefit from additional research on HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge and information sources in youth. We have recently documented the validity of measuring vaccine hesitancy (VH) in youth using the Youth Attitudes about Vaccines questionnaire, which shows that VH is an independent predictor of HPV non-immunisation in Switzerland in female youth. (Kiener L., Schwendener C., et al, manuscript in revision).

The aims of the present study were to provide a detailed characterisation of HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge and information sources in the HPV vaccine decision-making process among youth, both male and female, in Switzerland. We additionally aimed to gain a more current understanding of gendered aspects youth may have around the HPV vaccine. Finally, we examined how these factors contribute to HPV vaccine uptake in both sexes and in younger and older adolescents.

**METHODS**

**The Swiss context**

The Swiss Federal Office of Public Health and the Federal Vaccination Commission have recommended HPV vaccine since 2007 for female youth, and since 2015 for male youth. HPV vaccine uptake has increased in the last decade, but lies still below the 80% immunisation target. In 2017–2019, the most recent evaluation period, only 20% of 16-year-old boys and 64% of girls, had received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine on average throughout Switzerland. Regional differences in uptake have been associated with specifics of vaccination policies of local health authorities, limited information access and the availability and quality of school vaccination programmes.

**Study design**

We applied a convergent mixed-method design, meaning we collected qualitative and quantitative data in parallel. We conducted the study in the context of our Swiss national research programme (NRP74) on the determinants of VH in Switzerland regarding childhood and HPV vaccination. All participants provided written informed consent. Full details on our recruitment methods, power calculation and the questionnaire have been previously published.

**Study population and recruitment**

Participants were 15–26 years of age, male and female. Of note, youth in Switzerland are legally able to make vaccine decisions starting at age 14, which supports vaccination promotion efforts which focus on youth perspectives on HPV vaccination. Even though the primary target group is 11–14 years old, the vaccine is also recommended as a catch-up vaccine until 26 years in many countries, including Switzerland.

Since HPV vaccination programmes in Switzerland are tailored for an age group (11–26 years) with limited contact with the health system because young people who are otherwise healthy do not tend to consult with physicians we used diverse recruitment strategies to increase study participation. We recruited participating youth in the offices of physicians providing biomedicine and sometimes additionally complementary medicine (CAM), and in a local sexual health clinic. Recruitment was done in urban and rural areas, and in 3 of 4 Swiss language regions, that is, German, French, Italian. In order to gain more male participants, we also recruited during military enlistment (military service is compulsory for Swiss males, with enlistment being at age 18–24). Since 1 July 2016, the cost of HPV vaccine has been covered by mandatory health insurance for male adolescents 11–14 years of age and as a catch-up vaccination until age 26 in Switzerland. We therefore divided male participants in an older and a younger age group. We refer to male participants born before versus on/after 1 July 2002 as the ‘older’ and ‘younger’ participants, respectively, meaning that younger male participants were part of the HPV vaccine target age group when 11–14 years of age. For comparison purposes, we applied the same age cut-offs to female participants.

**Patient and public involvement**

We did not include patient or public involvement in designing the study, commenting the outcomes, interpreting the results of this study or reviewing the manuscript.

**Quantitative methods**

As previously reported, we developed German, French, Italian and English versions of the questionnaire. We interviewed military participants on site (face-to-face), and the other participants on the phone, after the physician/clinic visit. Apart from age at time of interview below 15 or above 26, there were no further exclusion criteria. Quantitative interviews lasted 25–35 min and were conducted by medical students with previous training in participant recruitment, informed consent procedures and interview techniques. Interviews were conducted...
from January 2019 to April 2020. All data were entered to open data kit using tablets. The questionnaire included sociodemographics including language, place of residence, living situation (with parents, with roommates, with partner), age, nationality and school HPV vaccination programme availability (online supplemental material 1). We did not collect information on participants’ underlying health conditions, diagnoses and/or reasons for clinic visits—this was not part of our national research programme that focused on VH, and we did not request ethics commission approval for collection of such information. In addition, detailed analysis of participant’s medical conditions would have been time consuming and could have undermined participant’s willingness to participate in our study.

HPV vaccination status (has received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccination) was assessed based on review of the vaccination booklet of the participant, and, if unavailable, on personal report of being vaccinated.

In order to measure youth awareness about the HPV vaccine, we asked all participants if they had heard of the HPV vaccine. To accommodate for a gendered perception, for those who said ‘no’ to the previous question, we asked if they had heard of the cervical cancer vaccine. To measure youth knowledge about the HPV vaccine, we asked participants what the HPV vaccine is intended for. Those who responded correctly were considered to be knowledgeable. We considered an answer to be correct if they mentioned at least one correct aspect about the HPV vaccine, that is, it protects against ‘cancer’, ‘cervical cancer’, ‘papilloma virus’ or a ‘sexually transmitted disease’. We sought to establish where youth obtained information about the HPV vaccination by asking two questions, each with free text answer options in order to document the most precise responses: (1) ‘Where have you heard about HPV vaccination?’ and (2) ‘Who did you consult with when deciding whether or not to get the HPV vaccine?’ Answers to the second question included consulting people as well as traditional media, the internet, and other forms of information supply.

**Qualitative methods**

After completion of the quantitative interviews, participants were invited to participate in an additional qualitative interview. We subsequently contacted interested youth who indicated willingness in the German-speaking and French-speaking regions of Switzerland. Additional participants were recruited through researcher and participant social networks and by snowball sampling. Our research team collaboratively developed a semistructured interview guide, which we piloted and revised iteratively for clarity and coherence. The interviews allowed us to gather background information about the youth, their health status and lifestyle, the HPV vaccine decision-making process, including knowledge, awareness, information sources and the people with whom they discussed the vaccination. Qualitative interviews were conducted (March 2019–September 2020), either face to face or online (Skype or Zoom), they lasted 20–45 min, and were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Qualitative data were analysed by social scientists AB and MD. Analysis of the qualitative interviews was guided by the Framework Method with support of MAXQDA software. All quotes from interviews have been translated from German or French into English and anonymised.

**RESULTS**

For the study’s quantitative component, we completed telephone (n=622) or face-to-face (n=375) interviews with 1010 youth. Of these, we excluded eight participants because they did not meet the age criteria, one participant because of missing gender information and four additional interviews due to missing answers on awareness and knowledge. Qualitative analyses are therefore based on 997 participants (585 male, 412 female). Their characteristics are shown in table 1. For the study’s qualitative component, we conducted 14 qualitative interviews with female youth and 17 interviews with male youth. Qualitative participants ranged in age from 15 to 26 years in age (average ~21 years). Characteristics of the participants of the qualitative interview are shown in table 2.

In the following sections, we present results regarding: (1) awareness and knowledge about the HPV vaccination, (2) youth HPV vaccination information sources and people with whom they had discussed the vaccination and (3) youth’s gendered perceptions of the HPV vaccine.

**Awareness about HPV vaccination**

For the purpose of this study, we defined awareness as having heard of the HPV or cervical cancer vaccine. Significantly more female youth were aware of the HPV vaccine than male youth. Of the 997 participants, 461 (46%) had heard of the HPV vaccine; 176/585 (30%) males and 285/412 (69%) females (p<0.01). Among the 536 participants who had not heard of HPV vaccine, 309 (69%) had heard of the cervical cancer vaccine, 255/409 (62%) males and 114/127 (90%) females (p<0.01).

Of the 997 participants, 830 (83%) had heard of the HPV or cervical cancer vaccine, 431/585 (74%) of males and 399/412 (97%) of females (p<0.01). In both awareness of HPV vaccine and awareness of cervical cancer vaccine, females had more awareness than males. 695/849 (82%) of the older participants and 135/148 (91%) of the younger participants had heard of the HPV or cervical cancer vaccine (p<0.01). Details are shown in figure 1. Subgroup analysis showed a significant difference in awareness between participants who were recruited in the military and all other participants (biomedical vs military p<0.01; CAM vs military p<0.01; adolescent clinic vs military p<0.01). However, this effect was not due to the different subgroups but is rather derived from the unequal distribution of gender (more males) within the military subgroup (online supplemental tables 1-3).

Of the 997 participants, 370 (39%) had received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine. As shown in figure 2, participants with...
greater awareness had also more often received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine compared with participants with limited awareness (362/830 (44%) vs 8/110 (7%); p<0.01). This effect was manifest in males (102/431 (24%) of aware males vs 6/106 (6%) of males with limited awareness had received ≥1 HPV vaccine dose; p<0.01), but not in females (260/399 of aware females (65%) vs 2/4 (50%) of females with limited awareness had received ≥1 HPV vaccine dose; p=0.53); however, only few (4/413) females were unaware of the vaccine.

When we defined HPV vaccine uptake according to availability of a vaccination record, results regarding the associations of awareness and uptake and of knowledge and uptake remained essentially unchanged (online supplemental figures 1 and 2).

### Knowledge about HPV vaccination and implications for uptake

We defined knowledge as being able to give a correct answer to what the HPV vaccine is for or for the association of HPV with cervical cancer. 697/997 (70%) participants had knowledge of HPV vaccine or the cervical cancer vaccine, while 300/997 (30%) participants did not. Females were more knowledgeable than males (342/412 (83%) vs 355/585 (61%); p<0.01) which is also shown in figure 1. We did not find a significant difference regarding knowledge between younger and older participants (94/148 (64%) vs 603/849 (71%); p=0.07). Subgroup analysis showed a significant difference in knowledge between participants who were recruited in the military and all other participants (biomedical vs military p<0.01; CAM vs military p<0.01; adolescent clinic vs military p<0.01). However, this effect was not due to the different subgroups but is rather derived from the unequal distribution of gender (more males) within the military subgroup (online supplemental tables 1-3).

As shown in figure 3, more knowledgeable participants had received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine compared with participants with limited knowledge (298/697 (43%) vs 72/243 (30%); p<0.01), and there was no evidence that this difference was limited to either sex (77/355 (22%) knowledgeable males vs 31/182 (17%) males with limited knowledge had received ≥1 HPV vaccine dose; p=0.20), and 221/342 knowledgeable females (65%) vs 41/61 (67%) females with limited knowledge had received ≥1 HPV vaccine dose; p=0.70).

For the study’s qualitative component, although the youth had agreed to participate in qualitative interviews explicitly about their HPV vaccination decisions, many participants were not able to tell us what specifically
the HPV vaccine was intended to protect against. When asked about recommendations for improvements to HPV vaccination campaigns in Switzerland, almost all youth mentioned desiring more and better information. The following dialogue demonstrates how knowledge and awareness served as barriers for a 22-year-old male who had not received the vaccine:

Researcher: So, I see [from your vaccination certificate] that you didn’t get the HPV vaccine.
Participant: No.
Researcher: Was it a choice?
Participant: No, it was an issue of information. I don’t know what [HPV] is.

**Table 2** Participant characteristics (qualitative interview)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>French-speaking region</strong></td>
<td>Age: 15–26 years, x=19.6 years</td>
<td>Age: 15–26 years, x=22.4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received at least 1 dose of HPV vaccination</td>
<td>N=4 (66%)</td>
<td>N=4 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed through school vaccination programme</td>
<td>N=6 (100%)</td>
<td>N=1 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German-speaking region</strong></td>
<td>Age: 15–26 years, x=20.9 years</td>
<td>Age: 15–26 years, x=20.6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received at least 1 dose of HPV vaccination</td>
<td>N=4 (50%)</td>
<td>N=1 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed through school vaccination programme</td>
<td>N=7 (88%)</td>
<td>N=1 (11%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HPV, human papillomavirus.

**Figure 1** Awareness and knowledge of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine. Note: all data in blue stands for awareness and all data in green for knowledge.
Youth information sources about HPV vaccination

We assessed if and where adolescents had heard about HPV vaccination and who they may have turned to when deciding whether to get vaccinated against HPV. As shown in figure 4, the three most commonly mentioned information sources by youth in the quantitative questionnaire were school health programmes (53%), healthcare providers (23%) and participants’ social networks (20%). The most mentioned information sources were similar for males and females. Internet and social media were mentioned infrequently as information sources (1% of all participants; 2% of males, 1% of females). Concerning the information sources used for deciding whether or not to vaccinate, most participants consulted their social networks (42%) and/or their healthcare provider (27%), as shown in figure 5. Many participants (38%) did not talk to anyone about the HPV vaccine. We found this result predominantly with male participants (61%) and less with female participants (12%). Internet and social media were also infrequently mentioned for vaccine decision-making (0.4% of participants; 0.5% of males, 0.3% of females).

Qualitative interviews with youth showed that very few had actively sought out information about the HPV vaccination during the initial recommended age for the first dose (11–14 years). Primary explanations for this from the youths’ perspectives included that they were too young when the HPV vaccine was offered via school programmes or by their paediatricians, and that their parents had made the decision without involving their children in the decision-making process. The few youth who reported having had discussions about the HPV vaccination described having talked to family members, primarily mothers or older siblings, or doctors (paediatricians if the vaccine was offered during the initial recommended age, gynaecologists for older female participants who had not been vaccinated, and sexual health doctors for young men who have sex with men (MSM)). Apart from the MSM in the qualitative study sample, young men reported not having discussed the HPV vaccine with anybody. Several of the young women we interviewed recalled their parents’ scepticism when the HPV vaccine was first introduced. A 26-year-old woman who had not received the HPV vaccine explained, ‘It was one of the first years when it came out. 2009 or something like that. I was still a minor and still in high school. We needed our parents’ permission. My mother, who is a nurse, simply decided [against it because] it was a new vaccine, and we didn’t yet know the side effects.’

When asked about where information about the HPV vaccine should come from, many youth suggested better information campaigns via schools. This was particularly clear among youth whose parents chose against the vaccine when they were in the initial recommended target age. Despite not being vaccinated against HPV, an 18-year-old young woman described her views on the added value of having HPV vaccination information campaigns and programmes in schools, particularly once youth are able to make their own health decisions:

“I think it helped me a lot that there was information at school and that the vaccine was offered there. We were at an age when we started to make our own decisions and that’s why I liked the fact that we talked about it in school. That helped me a lot. […] because our parents had decided on everything before. And this is, I think, the first time that we decide or shared decisions about our health.”

A 19-year-old female participant who had received the vaccine described the roles schools played in explaining
the rationale behind the HPV vaccine, ‘I think I find it very important that there is an education and not just ‘get vaccinated’ and ‘it’s good for you or it helps you’, but rather also a ‘why’ and ‘what is it about’ and ‘what would it look like if you weren’t vaccinated’, what would be the consequence’? I think such a relatively educated attitude is also extremely useful.’

Youth’s female-gendered perception of the HPV vaccine

Given the HPV vaccination’s association with cervical cancer in popular discourse, we analysed if and to what extent participants had a gendered perception of HPV vaccine. From the quantitative sample, after excluding 287 of 997 participants without knowledge of HPV or the cervical cancer vaccine, 554 of 710 (78%) participants perceived the HPV vaccine as being only targeted towards women and not men (female-gendered answer) (online supplemental table 4). For example, many participants only mentioned cervical cancer when asked what the HPV vaccine is for and only few youth mentioned that the HPV vaccine protects also males from diseases. 290/361
(80%) males and 264/349 (75%) females (p=0.13) gave a female-gendered answer. While both older and younger participants had a female-gendered perception on the purpose of the HPV vaccination, significantly more older youth had female-gendered perceptions (496/611 (81%) older vs 58/99 (59%) younger participants (p<0.01)). In addition, 277/331 (84%) older males versus 13/30 (43%) younger males gave a female-gendered answer (p<0.01); 219/280 (78%) older females versus 45/69 (65%) younger females gave a female-gendered answer (p=0.02).

During qualitative interviews, we asked youth if they saw any differences for HPV vaccination between men and women. These questions elicited two types of responses: (1) youth noting the vaccination as being beneficial for females only and (2) discourses about females bearing the brunt of responsibility for sexual health. For the first type of response, some youth were not aware that males could get vaccinated against HPV. A 20-year-old young woman who had received the vaccine discussed her memories of getting the vaccine in school, ‘If I remember correctly, boys didn’t get vaccinated [when I was in school]’. An 18-year-old young man who had not received the vaccine, when asked who the HPV vaccine was for, responded, ‘Women. Could that be? To be honest, that’s all I know right now’. Others complained that they now realise how limited their information about the vaccination and its benefits for young males was. A 19-year-old young man explained:

“Well, I really haven’t heard about [the HPV vaccination for boys] from anyone until now. And I don’t think this is my personal fault that I don’t know anything about it. Until now, it was only a topic for women, and now it’s suddenly not anymore.”

Other youth talked about female responsibility for sexual health. A 26-year-old woman who had not been vaccinated against HPV explained how she saw the HPV vaccine for males as providing protection to the females with whom young men had sexual encounters, ‘Girls are going to take it more seriously. For boys, it doesn’t concern them directly. It’s protection for [girls].’ A 20-year-old young woman who had not been vaccinated against HPV echoed this sentiment:

“I mean, for [girls], we know that (…), if we’re going to be in a relationship where we have sexual intercourse with somebody, we know that we have to protect ourselves. First of all, to not get pregnant. Second of all, we know that having any types of STDs and viruses would make our lives miserable. (…) But for boys, it’s like, “Ok, I’ll have to wear protection. But what’s the worst that can happen?”

**DISCUSSION**

Our study on HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge, information sources and gendered perception among young males and females in Switzerland has four main findings. First, young females had more HPV vaccine awareness and knowledge than young males. This confirms previous reports, consistent with HPV vaccine having been introduced initially and worldwide as a vaccine designed only for females. Even though awareness of HPV vaccine was higher in our study in females than in males, a recent Swiss national study found limited HPV awareness among 24–26 years old women, suggesting opportunities for intervention also in women, including those that are older than the primary target age group. We might hypothesise that lower awareness of the older females in our sample is related to the amount of time that has passed since they received HPV vaccination during their early adolescence. In other words, lower awareness in the group of older females might be due to memory recall bias and perhaps less developed vaccination implementation programmes at the time they would have been exposed to them.

Second, increased knowledge was associated with higher HPV vaccine uptake, in both females and males, suggesting that knowledge matters. This confirms results from previous reports. In our study, we only saw a trend towards a small difference in HPV vaccine knowledge between the younger and older age groups. Other studies, however, found a higher knowledge score in older compared with younger participants. Encouragingly, younger participants were more aware of HPV vaccine compared with older participants, in contrast to other studies.

Third, the internet and social media played a surprisingly minor role as HPV vaccine information sources for youth in our study. This stands in contrast to other studies that found social media to increasingly become a source of health information worldwide. Another US study described the internet as being one of the most frequently mentioned sources of vaccine information among adolescents. Currently, the potential of internet/social media information for HPV prevention/vaccination uptake seems not to be used in Switzerland.

Fourth, despite the male HPV vaccine recommendation was introduced more than 4 years prior to our interviews, both female and male youth in our study associated HPV vaccine predominantly with cervical cancer, consistent with the gendered views of HPV vaccine documented in previous reports. That said, it is encouraging to see a slight shift in the younger age group from a female gendered perspective to a gender-neutral perspective on HPV vaccine.

**Strengths and limitations**

One of the major strengths of our study is that it is a mixed-method study. Our qualitative work adds some description and explanation to our quantitative findings. Furthermore, we have a large number of male participants in our study. The Swiss context in particular lacks data on HPV vaccine awareness, knowledge and information sources from male youth. Our study addresses
this research gap. Previous studies have predominantly focused on parents and their knowledge on HPV vaccine. Our study included youth, and this allowed us to gain important insights on who youth turn to when deciding on HPV vaccination. Since the vaccine is recommended as a catch-up vaccine until 26 years in many countries, including Switzerland, we have to ensure that youth are aware of the HPV vaccine and that they have the necessary knowledge to make an informed HPV vaccination decision.

One limitation of this study is that we might overestimate knowledge based on the way we classified answers for the quantitative component. For example, if participants had heard of the HPV vaccine, we simply asked them if they knew what it is for but added no further questions. In addition, for participants who have only heard of the cervical cancer vaccine, we did not ask any follow-up questions on HPV knowledge. Other studies have assessed knowledge in more depth, asking participants more knowledge specific questions. Since our questionnaire already lasted 25–35 min with questions on VH (Jafflin K., manuscript under review), CAM use (Kiener L., Schwendener C., et al, manuscript submitted) and moral foundations we opted to not include more questions to further assess participants’ knowledge. Another limitation to this study was that our sampling strategy led to a non-representative sample. Additionally, potential sources of bias arise from us not being able to get in contact with participants who do not visit a physicians’ office. Our sampling strategy however allowed us to recruit a more diverse sample regarding biomedical and CAM providers.

CONCLUSION

This study underlines the importance of HPV awareness and knowledge given the association between HPV awareness and knowledge and HPV vaccine uptake. However, males still have limited awareness and knowledge about HPV vaccine. Future strategies to increase HPV vaccine uptake, especially among males, should focus on better and more information supply to youth explaining them the benefit of the HPV vaccine. School vaccination programmes have proven to be effective and should be further expanded. Parents play an important role in youth’s decision-making process when it comes to HPV vaccine and they should be equally informed about the benefits and importance of the HPV vaccine. Efforts should be made to underline the effectiveness of the HPV vaccine for males and females to reach a gender-neutral perception of the HPV vaccine. Targeted public health efforts should consider exploring internet and social media as potential information distribution platforms. HPV vaccine uptake has improved over the years, but there is substantial room for improvement, particularly in terms of increasing knowledge and awareness among young men and women alike.
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